
Standing Committee on the Loyola Core (SCLC) 

Meeting Minutes 

February 3, 2017 

Present: Craig Hood, Carol MacGregor, Joe Berendzen, Jason Ezell, Ben Benus, Teresa Bednarz, Jeremy 

Thibodeaux, Michael Paskevich   

Guests: Leslie Culver 

Announcements 

- No announcements 

Review of previous meeting minutes 

- Motion to approve, second.  

- Minutes adopted with 3 abstentions 

Revised Philosophy Criteria 

- Submitted by Philosophy department 

- No substantive changes from previous criteria 

- Likely no need to vote again 

- Review is for the record.  

- Motion to approve as submitted, second.  

- New criteria adopted 

CAS Dean’s Advisory Council motion on SCLC Workgroups 

- Official sunset of SCLC interdisciplinary workgroups 

- Workgroups were always difficult to staff, even when workload has been diminished in recent 

years. Intended to be temporary, get through major course proposal workload with revisions to 

general education. Sunset of workgroups have been considered in previous year. 

- WAL workgroup had concerns, mainly because no reps from the WAL departments are on the 

SCLC at this time 

- CAC workgroup feedback is accurate. Willing to go on if needed, but with such a low workload 

there is no need to continue workgroups 

- For properly written proposals, SCLC membership should be able to match up with streamlined 

criteria.  

- A department chair vets each proposal, but a single department chair does not vet all WAL 

proposal 

- Would like workgroups to review and deliver finalized streamlined criteria and then disbanding 

- Motion to disband workgroups after criteria delivery, second.  

- Motion approved without objection.  

Update on LC Assessment 

- Townhall in November, few faculty attended but feedback was very good.  

- Attending CAS Dean’s Advisory Council DAC on Monday.  



- Memo invitation has been developed to send to faculty and department chairs.  

- Feedback asked to concentrate more on courses with juniors and seniors, appears that many 

juniors and seniors have not completed Loyola Core 

- Intention is to get a more even group of students this year.  

- Not looking for student volunteers, going straight to faculty to see if they will offer classtime.  

- Trying to get 20% of upperclassmen enrolled in upper level Loyola Core courses 

- Is this sampling approach OK?  

- Professors will have option to give up class time for proctoring or use as homework assignment.  

- Hoping to get this after mid-terms but before Easter break. 

- Each assessment takes less than an hour. May not work to ask single classes to take two 

assessments.  

o Better idea to ask for 1 assessment per class and find more classes rather than find 2 

assessments in each class.  

o Preference is for in class, but have homework 

o Ask for more sections from areas with a lot of sections, and cast a wider net from other 

section participation. Build a bigger coalition.  

o Risk of students not taking assessments seriously increases the more assessments they 

take.  

- Hoping to get the memo out sooner rather than later. Culver will make updates to the numbers, 

and this will be ready to go out on Monday.  

- Numbers: about 1100 junior and senior enrollments in LC courses. Preliminary stats from Jan 30 

estimate 1600 total junior and seniors. Of 1600, 1100 are still completing LC requirements. Only 

30% have completed LC on-time.  

- Further research: majority 970 upperclassmen were not taking intro-level courses.  

- Why are students waiting so late? Several majors have a number of requirements up front; not 

getting class they want.  

- SCAP has also looked at this, found many highly sequenced majors are very front loaded.  

- Have tabled the Defining Issues Test (DIT), results were difficult to understand and interpret.  

o Student feedback indicated the test was difficult to understand, even though it did lead 

to many good discussions.  

o Data from exam was very difficult to understand what it meant.  

o Can leave it off the memo, but will have to return to Ethical Reasoning and find out a 

better way to assess this in the future.  

o May consider civic engagement or civic service alongside Ethical reasoning. May be 

more easily understood data.  

o Put on agenda to talk about how to move forward at later time.  

- Moving forward 

Course Proposals: RELS 

RELS S200 level Christianity and Culture  

- Developed an online course for Nursing program 

- Would be helpful to have for Nursing and Study Abroad. Bednarz developed course on 

Christianity and Culture 

o Can be used for students in both programs, isn’t connected to both programs 



o Developed mainly for Nursing program, can add 8th week for Study Abroad 

o Ultimately any student can sign up for it, traditional students may sign up for it and 

overwhelm intended audience of the course  

- Online development assistance from Wiley – online experts, worked with Debbie Danna  

- Based on 8 week program, also flexible to 7 week program for Nursing 

- Can make 8 week for regular Loyola Core Online 

- Academic integrity link to Bulletin is out of date:  

bulletin.loyno.edu/academic-regulations/academic-honesty-and-plagiarism  

- Attended seminar for QEP on international education, incorporated QEP goals for Study Abroad  

- Demonstrated course on Blackboard 

- Loyola Core goals, did not see in proposal where Core Criteria were addressed. This will adhere 

to all other RELS criteria, need to put them.  

- Link to materials for this course – broken link (bottom of the documents).  

- Why using Wiley? Working with Nursing program, involves intellectual property rights. Course 

still belongs to Sr. Bednarz.  

- Ask for revision and inclusion of RELS Loyola Core criteria & competency, will vote on revisions 

at the top of next meeting agenda. Very enthusiastic about this course.  

New business 

- MacGregor has spoken with Daniel McBride in CAS regarding offering FYS courses for next Fall 

- Only 7 instructors against a need for 30 sections.  

- Should SCLC invite FYS to next meeting to find out what is going to happen? May have to allow 

substitutions, deliver requirement in a radically different way than it has been in the past.  

- Department chairs attempting to set up schedule, trying to offer enough courses for Loyola Core 

and majors. Having significant difficulty finding faculty to teach FYS.  

- Find other areas that aren’t contributing as much to LC and get them to offer some FYS. 

- What about Business and CMFA offering more FYS? 

- Step 1: is there any way to offer more sections?  

- Step 2: is there something else that can be done if enough sections cannot be offered?  

- Could look for courses that aren’t too far outside FYS model that could help pick up 2 or 3 

sections.  

- Is this sustainable?  

- Look at staff who could teach this requirement. This should be part of that conversation.  

Food Studies response 

- MacGregor and Voigt spoke with Mintz and McKay 

- Course proposals for the Loyola Core, hard to put them in context 

- Will now focus on CAS approval process, UCCC and SCAP  

- SCLC will not see courses until more of the program is on the approval track  


